
 

 

 

  KG Newsletter 

Week beginning 14th February, 2021       

 

Reading                                                                                                                    
In Kindergarten this week, we will be reading the story book ‘The Train Ride’ by June Crebbin .                                               

The learning objectives are:  

 To be able to participate in ‘Questions and Answer’ sessions. 

 To be able to listen to stories with increasing attention and recall. 

 To be able to speak in a familiar way with peers and teachers. 

 

 

English 
Phonics: will introduce the new sound of the week /p/. We will encourage the children to practise forming the letter ‘p’ 
as well as learning words that start with this letter.  

Review the letter s,a,t,i,p,n,c,k,e,h,r 

Review letter formation: ‘s’, ‘a’ ‘t’ and ‘p’. 
Students will use the Phonics sounds booklet to draw a circle around the things that begin with “i”  
The children will use the laminated sheets to trace their name. 
Discuss the story characters and main event. Encourage the students to suggest how the story might end. 

Activity: - encourage children to use playdough and white board to practise forming the letters /s/ /a/ /t/ and /p/. 
Student will be introduced to the new sound “r” Jolly Phonics song. 
Student will use My Pencil Control Worksheet to trace the dotted line. 

 To be able to write my own name. 

 To be able to form recognisable letters. 

 To be able to re-tell a story in the correct sequence. 
 

Maths 
Students will be encouraged to count objects up to 10 and more. Review the concept of one more and one less than a 
number. We will continue to compare two sets and say which one has more and which has less.  Discuss the size using 
language such as; big, medium and small. Have the children to cut shapes to form three sizes of the family members. 
Counting owls work sheet. We will discuss size language such as big/small, tall/ short and same/ different. 

 To be able to recite numbers in order to 10. 

 To be able to know that numbers identify how many objects are in set. 

 To be able to add one more and one less. 

 To be able use fingers to count. 

 

 



Expressive Art & Design 
 In Expressive Arts & Design, children will make a bus using empty cartoon milk box, water bottle lids for the 

wheels and they will paint it with red or yellow paint.  

 Discuss with children the traffic light colour and what each colour stands for. Have the children to make a care 
using paper plates and to use paint and cutting black cards for the wheels. 

 Sing and dance a long with their favourite songs.  

 To be able to join in with dancing and ring games. 

 To be able to sing a few familiar songs. 

 

 

     
 
Understanding the World 

 Discuss with student the different types of transportations. Use flash cards to introduce the ways of 
transportations. Have children to sort out the different ways of transport. E.g. cars have wheels and go on roads, 
aeroplanes fly in the air and ships sails on water. 

 Science week experiments: based on float, have the children to create a sailing boats using the bottom of 
plastic bottles and observe if it will float. Ask questions like how does the boat float, how does the boat sail in 
the sea? Does the boat have wheels? How can we stop the boat from moving?  
 
ELG’s:  

 To be able to know the difference on what various forms of transport are used for. 

 To be able to understand the difference between land, see and air transport and how some float, have wheels, 

sails etc.  

 

Resources needed 

 
 
 
 
 

Important Dates Class reminders 
National liberation Day  Please be on time for classes 

Eating is not allowed during lessons 
Please wear school uniform 
Submit any learning (videos, photos, worksheets) through ‘Evidence Me’. 

Profile book / my pencil control book/jolly phonics booklet/ White paper/ 

Colour pencil/      Cube/beans/pompom/ popsicles/  
Milk box/ food colours/ paint/ liquid glue/ bottle lids           
Scissor/glue stick /Glue/ black cards/ white apron 
 

 

 
 
 
White paper 
Colour pencil 

 
Cotton swab 
Liquid glue 
Googly eyes           


